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in Nantes Métropole

Ligne Express'
TRAMWAY
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VI. 2: The BUSWAY

Length Busway network: 7 km
(Commissioning: November, 2006)

Current ridership :
35 000 trips / day 

 Stations like trams’ with real-time 

information and ticket vending machines
 Dedicated vehicles: CNG articulated buses 
 High frequency level: 3’ at peak hours  
 Porte de Vertou / City centre in only 20’

 All platforms on dedicated lanes with a 21 km/h average speed
 Priority at all crossroads



Using the features that made the tram a success:
A dedicated lane along virtually the entire route

Dedicated central lane with and without central island

CONCEPTION



Alternating dedicated central lane



     Crossroads : priority given to the BusWay 

   Limited disturbance on traffic flow thanks to a specific signal system (R17 + Driving 
Assistance Signal and R24 lights)



      The creation of actual stations (optimisation of  passengers interchanging time, 
shelters, equipments, …)



       Accessibility with no guidance system : the issue of station docking and the 

station/vehicle interface with specific granite curbstones 



 Standard low-floor articulated bus running on CNG

tram-like sliding 
doors

Mini exit ramp doors 
2 and 3

Insulation with double-
glazed windows

Comfortable seats

A closed area for the 
driver

Screens providing 
connection times with the 

other lines

Soft and indirect 
lighting

Animated line diagrams
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Before / After worksBefore / After works
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VI.3 The ChronobusVI.3 The Chronobus

2009 : Political choice for the PT network development: rationalization of the low demand lines 
(-1Mkm/y) and creation of a BHLS network of 10 lines (+2Mkm/y) 
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The Chronobus expansionThe Chronobus expansion

● 4 lines commissioned in October 
2012

● 3 lines in September 2013
● 3 remaining lines after 2014.
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The Chronobus conception The Chronobus conception principlesprinciples

Analyze the functioning of bus lines and identify the encountered difficulties
 
Concentrate the efforts on this difficulties (and not on the whole itinerary)

Use different insertion tools, adapted to each context

Encourage alternative modes (pedestrians, cyclists and buses) and constrain general 
traffic

When possible, renew the underground networks and roads before implementing the 
Chronobus lines

Consult the citizens by organizing public meetings and use the bus flexibility to 
occasionally adapt the project to local needs
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The Chronobus insertion toolsThe Chronobus insertion tools
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The Chronobus insertion toolsThe Chronobus insertion tools
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The Chronobus insertion toolsThe Chronobus insertion tools

Temporary bus lanes : from 16h to 19h, only buses and 
cyclists can use the street to avoid congestion in a 
complex cross roads in peripheral city centers.

Limited traffic zone in the city center : allowed 
only for buses, cyclists and authorized vehicles 
(residents and deliveries) to avoid transit 
circulation.
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Chronobus: the resultsChronobus: the results

Demand Ponctuality Travels/km

• Since September 2012: the demand increased of +25% on new Chronobus lines and it 
continues to grow. A strong use during nights and week-ends.

• A follow-up which allows to adapt the public road network to maintain the level of service.



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention

Nantes Métropole / Mobility Departement / D. Garrigue: damien.garrigue@nantesmetropole.fr  

http://www.velo-city2015.com/ 

mailto:damien.garrigue@nantesmetropole.fr
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